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WHAT WAS HIS FATHER'S SIN? Captured by Rod Reiss, the rightful king, Krista and Eren
finally have their memories back. What exactly happened to Eren, and what was the crime his
father committed? Meanwhile, the Survey Corps desperately hunts for Eren, while at the same
time seeking to legitimize their military coup. As the situation inside the walls comes to a head,
the mysteries of the world of the Titans seem on the cusp of being solved at last!
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Ebook Library Reader, “Bring on the Titans!. I wait, rather impatiently I will add, for the new
volumes to come into print. I have seen so many complaints about how this series is weak and
shallow, but that had to have been before all of these new parts of the plot have come into play.
The manga is a good read, especially for people who like the psychological thriller type of story.
The characters are not as deeply fleshed out as they could be, that is true, but the story is going
places, at least through this 16th volume.”

Lola, “Some answers at long last!!. To be honest, I was not expecting to get answers in this
volume but I was wrong and I am glad I was wrong! This volume is mesmerizing and satisfying
though the cliffhanger at the end is unbearable.Regardless, this is probably my favorite volume
in this serie because some things finally start to make sense!!! And though there are yet many
questions unanswered, at least, in this volume, a light is starting to shine...I don't want to ruin
your AOT experience so I am not divulging anything but if you are a fan of AOT or if you like it,
this 16th volume is where you will get some answers at long last!!”

Shannon Freeman, “Amazing Series. I love this series. I watched the anime, but couldn't bare to
wait for an unknown amount of time for another season. So I decided to buy the manga (the
anime leaves off at about the 8th book). I haven't been this impressed with a series since
Hellsing (the manga and OVA, of course). This is sort of in the same vein, as it's quite dark and
bloody. That said, it's also well written. It really keeps you guessing, and I feel like the twists
make sense without being predictable. I can't wait for the next issue to come out!”

S. Whitney, “The Opening. This issue is not the opening of a new arc, but seems more like a
continuation of a secondary arc. Must read more…”

Emanuel, “AOT manga. Dope”

star s., “Great price and fast shipping!. Was a gift.”

Stephen C., “4-Stars due to damaged box. Great volume, honestly only purchased this for the
poker cards to add them to my growing collection of anime based poker cards, but I am really
glad it was this volume due to what happens in it (No spoils, don't worry).The cover artwork is
fantastic, Tony Moore should be very proud of his work. The veins on the neck are a bit much
IMO and I do wish it was the actual cover instead of a slip on paper one, but I can't complain too
much.Unfortunately I'm only giving 4-Stars due to the damage on the box, otherwise would
easily be 5. If the manufacturer is reading this for some reason, perhaps some light padding
inside the box would help prevent this? Some crumpled paper or something, Idk just a
thought.Poker cards are excellent quality, nice sleek plastic material.All in all, definitely worth the



money, even if it is a duplicate copy.”

andrea pope, “My grandson  loves  the series. We are on  book 20 so only another 20 to go ?”

Jaz Aitchison, “Fantastic story, it's really getting good now (though in .... Fantastic story, it's really
getting good now (though in fairness it's always been exceptional). The cards are good quality,
and have full colour images from the manga on them”

Lorraine mulholland, “Great find for your manga fan!. Box a little bashed though cards and novel
perfect condition and my son lived the art work! arrived earlier than stated which was great!”

Karen Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. grandson was made up with this book was bought
instead of an easter egg more enjoyable”

The book by Hajime Isayama has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 728 people have provided feedback.
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